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PARKER’S

Exacta: 5-7/3-5-7, $4. Tri: 5-7/3-5-7/1-3-5-7-8, $6. Daily Double: 5-7/5-6, $4.
Super: 5-7/3-5-7/1-3-5-7-8/all, $6. Pick 3: 5-7/5-6/4-5, $4. Pick 4: 5-7/5-6/4-5/1-4, $8.
LET’S MAMBO (#5)
Ran well for second despite a little trouble on the backstretch, she may only
need to repeat that effort to get her third lifetime win.
My Endless Love (#7)
Wasn’t that far behind the top choice in a race she also looked to need last and she
was a little wide on a day where the inside was the place to be, main danger.
National Browser (#3)
She’s quick early and draws inside the other early speed, don’t ignore.
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JUPITER S (#5)
Perfect Holiday (#6)
Faith Flys Again (#2)
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BRIANA JEAN (#4)
Mc Dove (#5)
Unbroken Code (#6)
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DUDLEY STUDLEY (#4)
Gramsson (#1)
Silver Chrome (#3)
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MACHO MARINI (#7)
Italian Warrior (#1)
Cecil the Cat (#5)

Exacta: 5-6/2-5-6, cost $4.

Trifecta: 5-6/2-5-6/1-2-5-6-7, $6.
Pick 3: 5-6/4-5/1-4, $4.
Super: 5-6/2-5-6/1-2-5-6-7/all, $6.
Worked well after running a tiring sixth in her seasonal debut last, she appears
quickest of those that have raced, best guess in a toss-up.
Did finish in front of the top choice when third in her first lifetime start, she
also worked well after that race, obvious threat.
Sent to the lead and tired last, she appears better when coming from off the lead.
Exacta: 4-5/4-5-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 4-5/4-5-6/2-4-5-6-7, $6.
Pick 3: 4-5/1-4/1-7, cost $4.
Super: 4-5/4-5-6/2-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.
Veteran was given a short break after running second in her last in Arizona, she
seems most likely in a wide open race.
Stretch runner hs been working very well towards her first start of the meet, she
figures to be passing many, if not all of these in the stretch.
Has good early speed and should get a nice stalking trip here, must be considered.
Exacta: 1-4/1-3-4, $4. Tri: 1-4/1-3-4/1-2-3-4-5, $6. Pick 3: 1-4/1-7/1-5, $4.
Super: 1-4/1-3-4/1-2-3-4-5/all, $4.80. Pick 5: 1-3-4/1-5-7/1-5/3/11, $9.
Aided by a strong speed favoring surface last and he may have company early
plus could bounce, all in all however, he looms the one to beat.
Comes off an even effort against tougher in his most recent, he may have
needed that race, expect big try.
Ran some nice races here last year, he should be close by from the start.
Exacta: 1-7/1-5-7, $4. Tri: 1-7/1-5-7/1-3-4-5-7, $6. Pick 3: 1-5-7/1-5/3, $3.
Super: 1-7/1-5-7/1-3-4-5-7/all, $4.80.
Pick 4: 1-5-7/1-5/3/9-11, $6.
Had no apparent excuse for the dull try last but any of his previous efforts coupled
with good tactical speed and and outside draw are positives, edge.
Veteran ran pretty well in a fast heat for the level last, he was unlucky to draw
the one hole but has a good chance at a nice price.
Finiashed last against similar in Arizona but he is capable of better.
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Exacta: 1-5/1-2-5, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-5/1-2-5/1-2-4-5-6, $6.
Pick 3: 1-5/3/9-11, cost $4.
Super: 1-5/1-2-5/all/all, $2.40.
SORRYABOUTNOTHING (#1)Stretch runner ran pretty well in a fast heat for the level last, he can save ground
from this post while going to his best distance today, choice.
Ontheshadyside (#5)
Speedy sort couldn’t reach contention when sprinting last race but he is back
routing and will have to be caught.
Rockstar Jam (#2)
Been away nearly 11 months but this barn does well with layoff types, maybe.
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Exacta: 3/4-5-8, cost $3.

THE PRESS (#3)
Estiqaa (#4)
Bet the Harbor (#5)

8
HALF HEARTED (#11)
Pretty Miss Vanna (#9)
Wynn Direction (#1)

Trifecta: 3/4-5-8/1-2-4-5-8, $6.
Super: 3/4-5-8/1-2-4-5-8/1-2-4-5-8, $3.60. Daily Double: 3/9-11, cost $2.
Was used as a rabbit for Barkley in his first few starts last year, he has a nice
string of workouts and looks to be well placed to break his losing streak.
Ships in off some excellent efforts in allowance company at Turf Paradise, he
shouldn’t be far away late.
Nice score in decent time when beating easier last, has good early speed.
Exacta: 11/1-3-7-9, cost $4.
Trifecta: 11/1-3-7-9/1-3-7-9, $6.
Super: 11/1-3-7-9/1-3-7-9/1-3-5-7-9, cost $3.60.
Couldn’t reach a runaway winner when facing tougher in her first start at
Emerald, she appears to have found a soft spot here, will be well bet.
Showed some ability in her first start of the year last when third, she also has a
little early speed and will be close by right from the start.
Three lengths behind the top choice last, she is likely for part.

Today’s Best Bet (s):

Today’s Longshot:

THE PRESS in the seventh.

MCDOVE in the third.

Today’s Exotic Play:
Race 6, $1 Exacta: 1-5/1-2-5, cost $4.

Race Selections for Saturday, May 12th, 2018
Santa Anita
Golden Gate
Hastings Park
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AVALANCHE (#1)
Temple Keys (#5)
Fashion Business (#8)

HAVING FUN (#2)
Beauty of Autism (#6)
Little Miss Hottie (#1)

CAYMUS RESERVE (#4)
Cassidy Finality (#5)
Annotis (#3)

FOXY FRESH (#5)
Irish Dame (#6)
Candy Pink (#1)

HOLFTHISMISS (#3)
Southern Loyalty (#1)
Stellar Sea (#4)

MORI GIRL (#6)
Maxi’n Motion (#3)
Miss Warlady (#5)

VICTORY ELEMENT (#4)
Draft Pick (#5)
Aurora d’Oro (#1)

SIZZLING EDDIE (#7)
Sagittari (#4)
Forever the Chief (#6)

ADITYA (#6)
Fifer (#4)
After the Conflict (#1)

CALVERT STREET (#8)
Senator Robert (#5)
Six Point Rack (#4)

GO BABY RUN (#5)
Kelseybelle (#2)
Blame the Weather (#3)

PAN HANDLE (#3)
Cedar Chines (#6)
Anzac Day (#7)

KANTHAKA (#1)
McKale (#3)
Zulfikhar (#4)

MAL VERDE (#1)
Sweet River Baines (#2)
Pure Comedy (#3)

JAKOBS ROCKET GIRL (#3)
Indie Rock (#5)
Sail On By (#7)

CONQUEST TYPHOON (#4)
Lucky Brian (#6)
Ronald R (#5)

COACHWHIP (#3)
Not Now Carolyn (#4)
Turkish Tabby (#7)

THE CHANCES R (#2)
Another Guinness (#7)
Titus Command (#1)

DOWNSIDE UP (#8)
Awesome E K (#6)
Trojan Time (#7)

DESERT SMOKE (#4)
Of Note (#5)
Namorita (#2)

NORTHERN STORM (#6)
Coco a Gogo (#5)
Mayfair Lady (#3)

MOONSHINE MEMORIES (#2)
Show It N Moe It (#1)
Uppercut (#6)

PORTANDO (#9)
Regal Born (#1)
Synnin (#7)

WHAT’S BRUIN (#5)
Token Vow (#9)
Don’t Blame Judy (#4)

RUNNIN FOR TUITION (#5)
I Will Rule (#4)
Hero for Hire (#2)

